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Abstract

Mineral resource extraction provides important inputs to economic activity but has

heavy impacts on local environments and ways of life. This paper fills a notable gap

in the literature on community interactions with mining by econometrically estimating

how local and statewide preferences for environmental quality affect mining firm be-

havior, specifically through the mines choice to permanently close. Using a sample of

over 18,000 mines operating in the United States from 1966-2014, I estimate a Cox Pro-

portional Hazard model to measure the impact of environmental preferences on mine

lifetimes. Environmental preferences are measured using US Congress roll-call votes on

environmental issues. Using a novel instrument, endogeneity is addressed by exploiting

quasi-random office assignment in Congressional office buildings. The results show a

significant impact of statewide environmental preferences enacted through state policy

on mine life, and a significant impact of local preferences when state policy-making

becomes less effective. This results provide new insight into which level of government,

local, state, or federal, disputes over resource extraction take place.

∗Colorado School of Mines, Golden CO



The benefits of mineral use are large and diffuse throughout the economy. However,

mineral resource extraction typically involves environmental and social costs that are sizable

but localized. Over the last three decades, local stakeholder opposition to mining has become

more common (Davis and Franks, 2014).Despite some evidence that a majority of the global

public still support the abstract idea of mining (GEI, 2014), public opposition to specific

projects is frequently cited as a major concern among resource developers (Behre Dolbear

(2014)). The contradiction between a general support or benefit but specific opposition is

evidence for not-in-my-back-yard opposition or NIMBYism. NIMBYism has been studied

in the siting of prisons, waste-disposal, windmills, and many other types of facilities which

provide public good but local bads. NIMBY has also been documented in a mining context

by Pelekasi et al. (2012); Menegaki and Kaliampakos (2014); Drew et al. (2002); He (2006);

Badera (2014); Bloodworth et al. (2009); Martinez-Alier (2001); and Avcı et al. (2010), for

example.

Growing NIMBY concerns on the part of mineral resource developers has led many

to seek not only the formal permits and licenses required for their operations from local,

state, and federal governments, but also an informal or “social license” to operate (SLO)

from community stakeholders Owen and Kemp (2013). The SLO is an informal agreement

between the resource development firm and the community which may include provisions

on how the benefits and costs (internal and external) will be distributed. Because of their

informal nature, a SLO is easily revocable and therefore must be modified as the preferences

of the community and the nature of the mine change. Much of the past literature on social

licensing in mining has focused on identifying the nature of the social license, as in Boutilier

and Thomson (2011) or identifying the determinants of SLO using a limited number of case

studies as in Campbell and Roberts (2010); Moffat and Zhang (2014); and Prno (2013). A

related literature describes the consequences of an ignored or poorly managed SLO. Davis

and Franks (2014) provide an informative study of 50 global cases of community tactics used

against mining when the SLO is poorly managed. More extreme cases of violence resulting
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in injury and death are not unprecedented.

The purpose of this paper is to empirically estimate the impact of environmental pref-

erences and SLO on mining firms and determine whether this impact varies by political

jurisdictions. Specifically, I test whether mines close sooner in communities with stronger

preferences for environmental quality. It is likely difficult or costly for mines to directly

observe the preferences of their communities, therefore I assume that they can infer informa-

tion about these preferences through the way their federal Congressional representatives vote

on environmental legislation. The empirical methodology employs a survival model and an

instrumental variable (IV) strategy to econometrically estimate the impact of environmental

preferences inferred through voting on mine closure rates.

In this paper, I make several contributions to the literature on NIMBYism and SLO in the

mining context. Past studies on SLO in mining tend to use case study methods and focus on

the efficacy of various social licensing approaches that mines employ (Campbell and Roberts,

2010; Prno, 2013). This paper uses a large sample and empirical methods to ask a different

question, how do community preferences affect mining firms’ behavior? Both mining SLO

and broader NIMBY literature emphasize the project development stage and facility siting.

The welfare implications associated with NIMBYism and SLO are different for operating

mines, given sunk fixed private and social costs. This paper focuses on operating mines and

the decision to permanently close. Finally, I test the whether community environmental

preferences are channeled through state or federal policy; past literature tends to focus on

protests and civil resistance.

The results of the empirical model show that mines shorten their life in response to in-

creases in their representative’s environmental voting record, with the magnitude of response

depending on the state’s political control. Generally, the effect of statewide environmental

preferences has a larger impact than local preferences. Specifically, a standard deviation

increase about the mean of statewide green voting (about a 30 percentage point increase in

green voting) leads mines to close between 1.1 to 1.3 times faster, whereas the local pref-
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erence effect is smaller and not robust to model specification. The model is extended by

assessing how environmental preferences are channeled to mine closure through federal or

state policy. While federal policy is found to be a weak channel for preferences, mines are

responsive to statewide preferences channeled through state policy. Finally, mines are also

responsive to more local preferences which might be channeled through civil resistance or

procedural action. These results confirm the importance of environmental preferences and

social license to operate in mining, and also highlights the role of state governments in pro-

viding a channel for legislative action. When this channel becomes less effective due to split

party control of the state legislature, local preferences become particularly important.

The remainder of the paper is divided into five sections. Section 1 presents a theoretical

framework that illustrates how increased costs from SLO activities result in faster mine

closure. Section 2 presents the empirical model, the IV strategy to address endogeneity, and

the data used in the analysis. In Section 3, the empirical results are discussed and checked

for robustness to model specification. Section 4 discusses the implications for welfare of the

empirical results and potential for future work. Section 5 contains concluding remarks.

1 Theoretical Framework: The Impact of Environmen-

tal Preferences on Firm Behavior

In this section, I present a simple model to illustrate the impact of environmental preferences

on extractive firms. The framework and notation is drawn from a model of non-renewable

firm optimization with reserve-dependent costs described in Conrad (2010). I extend the

model to the case of additional costs incurred from social licensing activities. The model

illustrates how increased costs from social licensing activities shorten mine lives.

Consider a competitive mining firm operating in a particular community. The mine owns

a stock of resource1 R which they will extract from in each discrete period t. The firm’s

1The term resource here is used in the non-technical sense, i.e. they are not necessarily compliant with
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profit maximization problem is described by

Maximize
T∑
t=0

πt =
T∑
t=0

ρt[Pqt −
cqt
Rt

]

Subject to Rt+1 −Rt = −qt ∀ t

(1)

where P > 0 is the exogenous market price, qt is contemporaneous extraction, c > 0 is

variable production cost, 1 > ρ > 0 is a discount factor, and T is the mine’s endogenous ter-

minal time. In addition to the standard costs of wages, rents, and consumables, the variable

production cost c also includes “protest” from the community. Protest is a generic term re-

ferring to any activity a community engages in to express their preferences that is also costly

to the mine. Protest might include vandalism, blockade, or violence, appeals to regulators or

policy makers, litigation, or public relations campaigns. The nature and frequency of these

actions are studied more completely by Davis and Franks (2014). Protests are a response

to the environmental damages of mining. Environmental damages and externalities include

noise, dust, aesthetic losses, large truck traffic, acid mine drainage and other water pollution,

for example. Communities with stronger preferences for higher environmental quality may

engage in protests that are more costly to a mine. For simplicity, I assume environmental

preferences have a proportional relationship with protest cost such that αPrefs = Protest,

where Prefs is some measure of community preferences of environmental quality, α is a cost

scaling term, and Protests represent the cost inured by the mine from community protests.

A mine’s variable costs, c, is the sum of wages, rents, and consumables (generically w here),

and protest costs.

c = w + Protest = w + αPrefs (2)

The producer’s Lagrangian function is

financial reporting standards.
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L =
T∑
t=0

ρt[Pqt −
cqt
Rt

+ ρλt+1(Rt − qt −Rt+1)] (3)

Because the Lagrangian is linear in qt, the optimal solution will take an “all or nothing”

outcome. The level of production either equals some level of fixed capacity or the mine

extracts nothing. As mines are typically characterized by notable economies of scale, but a

fixed capacity constraint, the linear profit function and Lagrangian are reasonable approxi-

mations of real firm behavior. From the Lagranian, a switching function can be defined to

determine which level of output the mine should extract. Assuming qcapacity > qt > 0, the

mine’s switching function can be derived from the first order conditions ∂L/∂qt = 0

σt ≡ P − c

Rt

− ρλt+1 (4)

From the switching function, a mine’s optimal production quantity, q∗t , is

q∗t =


= 0, if σt ≤ 0

= qcapacity, if σt > 0

(5)

At the terminal time, T , some portion of the resources may be un-profitable to extract in

period T + 1. This quantity of resources left un-extracted, RT , can be solved by Equation 4,

assuming that the producer is indifferent between operating and shutting down in the final

period σT = 0 and the user cost (shadow price) of the resource is zero, λT+1 = 0. These

assumptions lead to

RT =
c

P
(6)

RT represents quantity of resource that is left un-extracted (abandoned) in the ground

when the mine closes.

From the switching function in Equation 4, a mine will operate at capacity unless the
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marginal extraction cost plus the discounted user cost exceeds the price. The discrete nature

of optimal production means that mines will not respond to marginal changes in Prefs

through marginal changes in annual output qt. However, the terminal time T will be impacted

at the margin by changes in Prefs, making this effect more empirically identifiable. To

solve for the optimal terminal time, T , assume that it is profitable to extract in every period

such that σt > 0 ∀ t < T for levels of the resource greater than the abandoned quantities

(Rt > RT ).

T =
R0 − c/P
qcapacity

− 1 =
R0 − (w + αPref)/P

qcapacity
− 1 (7)

From Equation 7, a mine’s life T is increasing in initial resources ∂T/∂R0 > 0, decreasing

in costs ∂T/∂c < 0, increasing in price ∂T/∂P > 0, and deceasing in capacity ∂T/∂qcapacity <

0. Most importantly, an increase in community preferences for environmental quality will to

a reduction in the mine’s life.

A complication for mining firms, and important motivation for the empirical strategy,

is that direct observation of Prefs is likely impractical. Instead, mines might instead

make inferences about Prefs by observation the voting behavior of an elected govern-

ment representative, GreenV ote. While it is unlikely that Prefs and GreenV ote are ex-

actly equal, I will assume that there is some positive relationship between them such that

f(Prefs,GreenVote) = 0, δGreenVote/δPrefs> 0.

2 Empirical Strategy and Data

This section describes the empirical model used to test the effect of inferred environmental

preferences on mine closures. First, the Cox Proportional Hazard model and assumptions

are described. Second, Section 2.2 discusses the instrumental variable strategy that is used

to address endogeneity. Section 2.3 argues for the use of the chosen instrument. The forth

subsection, 2.4, identifies the sources of data used in the analysis and provides summary
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statistics and figures.

2.1 Description of Empirical Model

The impact of the inferred environmental preferences is tested using a Cox proportional

hazard (Cox PH) model. The time-to-event nature of a mine closure decision makes the

survival class of models an appropriate framework for the analysis. The Cox PH model

offers the specific benefit of readily incorporating covariates, allowing the baseline hazard

function to be flexibly estimated, and the inclusion of censored observations. The Cox PH

model takes the general form shown in Equation 8.

h(t,X) = h0(t)exp(
∑
i

βiXi) (8)

where h(t,X) represents the hazard rate, the probability that a mine will close after a given

number of years t, h0(t) is the unspecified baseline hazard function, and Xi are the covariates

which explain shifts in the baseline hazard rate. Covariates are assumed independent of the

baseline hazard function, E(h0(t)|X) = h0(t). The model is estimated using maximum

likelihood. A more explicit model representation is shown in Equation 9.

hi(t,X) = h0(t)exp(β1P̃ ref
Local

i + β2P̃ ref
State

i + β3
PriceClose

i

PriceOpen
i

+ β4Xi) (9)

where P̃ ref
Local

i is a mine’s inference about local preferences PrefLocal
i of the local envi-

ronmental preferences of an area surrounding mine i in the year mine i closes or is censored2,

P̃ ref
State

i is inferred statewide environmental preferences in the year of closure or censor, and

PriceClose
i

PriceOpen
i

is a ratio measuring the relative price of the primary commodity extracted by mine

i in closing year to the price of the commodity in the mine’s opening year. Xi represents a

vector of additional mine, county, state, and time control variables.

Of interest are the coefficients β1 and β2, the effect local and state environmental pref-

2Censoring in the study occurs in at the end of 2014.
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erences have on mine closure rates. As described in Section 1, mines are unlikely to be able

to directly observe Prefi, and instead use the voting behavior of community representatives

to make inferences about Prefi. I use US Congress roll-call votes on environmental legis-

lation, which has been used as proxy for environmental preferences in many past studies

(Kahn, 2007; Sigman, 2005; Gray and Shadbegian, 2004; Simcoe and Toffel, 2014; Ferraro

et al., 2007). PrefState
i , measures state level voting by using an average of a state’s two US

Senator’s green votes, while more local preferences, PrefLocal
i , measures the votes cast by

members of the US House of Representatives.3 Roll-call voting data come from the League

of Conservation Voters (LCV). LCV identifies not only which votes are relevant for the or-

ganization’s stakeholders, but also what constitutes a pro-environmental “green” vote, or

anti-environmental “brown” vote. For a given vote, legislators can receive a LCV score of

1, NA, or 0. A score of 1 reflects a green vote, an NA score reflects an excused absence

(e.g. legislator was sick), and a score of 0 is given for a brown anti-environmental vote or

unexcused missed vote.

2.2 Identification Strategy

The estimated effects of inferred environmental preferences, β1 and β2, on mine closures may

be biased by important unobservables correlated with environmental preferences or the effect

of reverse causality. Three important unobservables are the size of the deposit, the quality of

the deposit, and the size of the mine, all of which are plausibly correlated with community

environmental preferences. For example, if exceptional resource quality in a particular region

allows mines to remain open longer, this resource quality may also shape the environmental

3In 2014, the last year of the sample period, 7 US states had only one US House Representative. For
these states, local and statewide preferences are equivalent. However, many of these same states near the
beginning of the sample time period had more than one Representative (See North and South Dakota, and
Montana in Figure 1 panel (a).) While other sub-state measures environmental preferences were considered,
either data are not available for the entire US or available for the entire sample period. Finally, Section 2.2
describes how federal environmental voting has a unique set of characteristics that are exploited to identify
a causal effect.
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preferences of the area.4 Communities may also strengthen or weaken their environmental

preferences when mines begins to consider shutdown, blurring the causal direction of the

effect. For these reasons, I will employ a two-stage, instrumental variables approach to

exploit a unique feature of the environmental preference proxy; federal green voting takes

place far away from the mine. I instrument a given legislator’s green voting behavior using

the leave-out mean of the green voting behavior of the legislator’s congressional office-mates.

In other words, how do other legislators who work nearby vote on a given piece of legislation?

The first-stage regression, estimated using ordinary least squares, is shown in Equation 10.

GreenV oter,v = β0 + β1

∑
q GreenV oteq 6=r,v

Rr − 1
+ Stater + Y earv + εr,v (10)

where GreenV oter,v is a binary variable which equals 1 if legislator r votes green on

roll-call vote v and 0 if they vote “brown”.
∑

q GreenV oteq 6=r,v

Rr−1 is the leave-out mean term. The

numerator is the sum over all other votes casts on roll call vote v by the legislators q which

share office space with legislator r. I define shared office space to be an office floor in a given

congressional office building. In the denominator, Rr is the total number of legislators that

share office space with legislator r, subtracting 1 because r is left out of the mean calculation.

Stater is a state fixed effect, to account for general voting tendencies. Y earv is a year fixed

effect for the vote. This variable is only included when a year fixed effect is included in the

second stage regression.

Because two-stage least squares is biased when the second stage is non-linear, two-stage

residual inclusion is preferred for estimation of the Cox PH model (Terza et al., 2008).

Additionally, the first stage is estimated at the vote level to exploit high resolution data, with

between 10-50 votes per year, while the second stage mine closure equation is estimated on

an annual basis. To correct the discrepancy, the raw first stage levels values are aggregated

4The omitted and unobservable effect of resource quality may be time invariant, but it cannot be ac-
counted for with a fixed effect. Mines are only observed to permanently close once, therefore the analysis is
of a repeated cross-section. Further, resource discovery and characterization is time time dependent, and a
fixed effect will not capture this.
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from the vote level measure GreenV oter,v to the annual measure, P̃ ref i, using a simple

average. The first stage residuals, εr,v, are averaged in a similar fashion to become ε̂i. The

averaging makes the analysis a mixed two-stage model, similar to the linear model described

in Dhrymes and Lleras-Muney (2006). Equation 11 shows the second stage model to be

estimated, with the noted corrections.

hi(t,X) = h0(t)exp(β1P̃ ref
Local

i + β2P̃ ref
State

i + β3
PriceClose

i

PriceOpen
i

+ β4Xi + ε̂Locali + ε̂Statei ) (11)

where P̃ ref
Local

i , and P̃ ref
State

i are the averaged levels values of GreenV ote at the local

and state levels, respectively. ε̂Locali are the residuals for the US House votes from Equation

10, aggregated annually at the year mine i closes, and ε̂Statei are the US Senate vote residuals

aggregated by state and year.

2.3 Justification for Instrument

The leave-out mean instrument has many advantages over potential alternatives. Because

most federal legislators work hundreds of miles away from the mines they represent, many

variables specific to conditions in Washington DC should be independent from mine opera-

tions, except through the effect of interest (preferences). These variables include measures

of the external environmental (e.g. weather, air pollution), and characteristics of particular

pieces of legislation (e.g. sweeping bi-partisan support). While spurious common shocks to

voting behavior provide a plausibly exogenous source of time variation, they do not allow for

differentiating an effect cross-sectionally among congressional districts. For cross-sectional

variation, the instrument must be legislator-specific, but in order to satisfy excludability,

also unrelated to conditions in the legislator’s district. The excludability condition makes

legislator characteristics like party affiliation, age, or gender arguably unsuitable. A variable

that satisfies excludability and varies cross-sectionally (and over time) by legislator is the
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location of a legislator’s office in Washington DC.

In addition to capturing spurious common shocks in voting, the leave-out mean instru-

ment potentially captures peer effects. Through their interactions, legislators might inten-

tionally or unintentionally sway their colleagues’ opinions. While peer effects are not a

requirement for valid identification of the environmental preference effect on mine closures,

they offer a more causal and intuitive justification for the instrument than spurious com-

mon shocks. Legislative peer effects on voting are debated in the political science literature.

Kingdon (1989) argues for the importance of interpersonal ties in voting behavior, and more

applicable to my application, Caldeira and Patterson (1987); Young (1966); and Fowler

(2006) argue for legislative peer effects and relationships based on spatial proximity. Masket

(2008) finds empirical evidence for legislative peer effects when legislators share nearby desks,

but Rogowski and Sinclair (2012) using an IV strategy to account for endogenous selection

finds no meaningful casual effect. Therefore, peer effects are a possible explanation for first

stage correlation, but the only (unverifiable) requirement in the present case is that the vot-

ing behavior of other legislators on a particular legislator’s floor be otherwise uncorrelated

with mine closures in that legislator’s jurisdiction.

One potential issue with the shared office-space strategy is that legislators may choose to

cluster themselves into particular groups because they tend to vote in a similar way. While

this selection issue would need to hold for environmental votes specifically in addition to

voting tendencies more generally to pose a threat to identification, it is worth describing the

congressional office selection process to alleviate this as a concern. Today six congressional

office buildings host members and their staff.5 Three buildings on the north side of the US

Capital are reserved for members of the US Senate, and three on the south side for members

of the US House. Each of these buildings has between 3 to 5 office floors (not including

basement space, which under normal circumstances is not occupied by legislators). In turn,

each of these floors houses approximately 10 to 20 legislators (depending on the building).

5Prior to 1982, their were only two US Senate office buildings, but this historical fact is readily handled
by the identification design.
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The congressional office selection process works differently for returning and junior mem-

bers, and for the US House and US Senate. First term members of the US House enter a

lottery which determines the order in which office selection occurs. House members then

have several hours to tour their prospective choices before making a selection. The system

for first term Senators is based more in tradition and gives selection priority to some states

over others. Returning legislators in either chamber are given selection based seniority.

According to Nocera (2012), Miller (2014), and Fahrenthold (2010), legislators have sim-

ple objectives in choosing offices. Members are looking to maximize space for themselves and

staffers, for views of the Capital, to be near elevators, for quick access to the Capital, and to

have access to public transit. Generally speaking, most members have similar notions about

which are the most, and least, desirable options. The implication of this pre-established

ranking is that seniority or lottery number matter more than variables which could intro-

duce selection issues, most importantly party affiliation or the legislator’s state. Rogowski

and Sinclair (2012), studying legislative peer effects on voting based on office proximity, find

that party affiliation and home state are not predictive of first-term office selection. Instead,

in office lottery number order, members tend to “follow” one another. This behavior is

consistent with the pre-established ranking based on fixed office characteristics. Apart from

the discussed selection issues, identification is potentially threatened by three factors. First,

macro-economic forces my drive overall congressional voting behavior and mine closures. All

legislators may vote greener when unemployment is low or financial markets are performing

well.6 In many model specifications, control variables are added to the model to account for

this potential issue. County unemployment, metal prices, time trends, and time fixed effects

are used in the second stage of the model to account for the potential economic component of

correlated green voting behavior. Second, mines may respond to overall congressional voting

behavior in addition to the behavior of their particular legislators. However, as shown in

Section 3.1, mines do not appear to respond to voting differently when those votes lead to

6The data are not necessarily consistent with macro-economic drivers of overall voting behavior. Instead
there is a clear trend of increasing partisanship in environmental voting, producing a flat trend overall.
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federal policy that passes versus when it fails. The test suggests that mines are responding

primarily to the voting behavior of their representative, and not the behavior of Congress at

large. Third and finally, if constituents (for example, mine representatives) from a legislator’s

district come to Washington DC to advocate for or against particular environmental issues

and capitalize on the visit by also visiting other legislators’ nearby offices, this spill-over will

re-introduce simultaneity and violate the excludability of instrument. While the bias from

office visit spillovers is likely the smallest of the three identified threats, there is no direct

test for it given available data. Instead, an alternative set of exogenous instruments is tested.

These alternative IV results are shown in Table 6 of Section 3.

2.4 Data

Tables 1 and 2 present summary statistics for the data. Table 1 reflects the statistics for

the full sample, while Table 2 breaks out the mean and standard deviation for the lowest

and highest 25% of US House districts based on green voting scores. As shown in Table

1, the average mine in the sample opens in 1988 and closes 1996, having an average life of

8.65 years. The variance of mine life is notable, with some mines as short-lived as 1 year,

and others remaining open for several decades. Table 2 provides a stylized preview of main

result. The mines located in US House congressional districts with highest rates of green

voting close, on average, after 8.72 years, where the mines located in the districts with the

lowest rates of green voting close, on average, after 11.57.

These data come from a variety of sources. The primary dataset is drawn from the Mine

Safety and Health Administration (MSHA). These data provide information to construct the

dependent variable: the mine’s opening year, closing year, and current status. Opening year

is the first year a mine enters the MSHA system. Closing year is the year the mine’s status

was entered as “Abandoned” or “Abandoned and Sealed.” Mines with a currently operating

status are censored in 2014. Mines with any other status are dropped from the sample. The

MSHA data also includes information on a mine’s commodity (used to match commodity
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specific pricing data), and mine type (surface, underground). Where information on a mine’s

opening year or geospatial information was missing, and when possible, data from the US

Geological Survey’s Mineral Resource Data System was supplemented. For non-coal materi-

als, commodity prices come from the USGS Series 140, which measures average import prices

by year. For coal, price data come from the Energy Information Administration. The anal-

ysis uses a ratio of commodity price in the closing year to prices in the opening year, which

provides a convenient normalization to a single price variable across various commodities

and captures intertemporal effects in a time-invariant measure. For commodities with no

USGS match, an average of all price ratios was used to construct an index measure. These

matching assumptions are illustrated for each commodity in Table 10.

The independent variable of interest, green voting behavior, is drawn from data prepared

by the League of Conservation Voters. County level unemployment comes from the US

Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS) Local Area Unemployment Statistics. County population

data come from the US Census Bureau. Variables are added to control for the effect location

near a stream or lake. Water is an important input to many mining operations, but also

a frequent source of environmental concern. To better account for the ambiguous direction

of this effect, a mine’s distance to water is interacted with a long-run measure of drought

conditions, measured with the Palmer Drought Z Index. A mine close to a temporarily

low water body may be subject to the same environmental scrutiny as a mine located near

a higher water body, while being unable to enjoy the same surface water access. Palmer

Drought Z Index data come from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration.

Distance to Water, calculated using the standard Haversine method, measures the distance

(in kilometers) from a mine to the nearest stream or lake. Stream and lake shapefiles

come from the USGS. While omitted from Table 1, a categorical variable indicating the

conservation status of the land is also included in some regression specifications as a control.

These spatial data come from the Conservation Biology Institute’s Protected Areas Database

of the US.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics

Variable N Mean St. Dev. Min Max

Mine Open Year 18,650 1988 10.514 1966 2013
TimMine Close Year 18,650 1996 11.702 1975 2014
Mine Life (year) 18,650 8.653 7.886 1 44
Coal Mine (1=Yes) 18,650 0.592 0.492 0 1
Underground Mine (1=Yes) 18,650 0.266 0.442 0 1
ln Price Ratio (Close Yr/Open Yr) 18,629 0.280 1.888 −13.055 15.526
House Green Voting (0-100% Green) 18,650 36.216 29.571 0.000 100.000
Senate Green Voting (0-100% Green) 18,650 39.225 28.669 0.000 100.000
County Unemployment rate (%) 18,391 9.570 4.539 1.100 39.100
County Population (000’s) 18,650 161.800 538.331 0.262 10,116.700
Palmer Drought Index 18,539 0.077 1.843 −7.308 7.321
Distance to Water (km) 18,538 16.219 14.376 0.001 99.402

Time-dependent variables (voting, unemployment, population, and drought index) are
measured in the year of mine closure.

Figure 1 shows the spatial and temporal variation of local environmental preferences

as measured by US House environmental votes overlayed with the location of the mines

operating in a given congressional session. Across space, variation is visible in the locations

mines are sited, but with coal operations being more isolated to the Appalachian region of the

United States. Mines located in the same state can be subject to considerable heterogeneity

in local preferences, clearly visible in the figures for New Mexico and Oregon. Two important

trends are notable over time: a decline in the number of operating mines, and an increase

in the polarization of preferences, with a particularly stark difference between the country’s

interior and coasts.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics by House Green Voting

House Green Voting Percentile
Full Sample Bottom 25% Top 25%

Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev. Mean St. Dev.

Mine Open Year 1987.7 (10.51) 1993.7 (10.4) 1988.0 (10.31)
Mine Close Year 1996.3 (11.7) 2005.3 (8.47) 1996.8 (11.22)
Mine Life (years) 8.65 (7.89) 11.57 (9.3) 8.72 (7.6)
Coal Mine (1=Yes) 0.59 (0.49) 0.42 (0.49) 0.55 (0.5)
Underground Mine (1=Yes) 0.27 (0.44) 0.18 (0.38) 0.26 (0.44)
ln Price Ratio (Close/Open) 0.28 (1.89) 0.85 (2.96) 0.14 (1.5)
House Voting 36.22 (29.57) 3.12 (2.84) 76.68 (13.2)
Senate Voting 39.23 (28.67) 25.41 (30.88) 52.74 (27.61)
County Unemployment rate (%) 9.57 (4.54) 7.35 (2.98) 9.86 (5.22)
County Population (000’s) 161.80 (538.33) 182.31 (563.91) 223.42 (727.02)
Palmer Drought Index 0.08 (1.84) -0.50 (2.04) 0.29 (1.86)
Distance to Water (km) 16.22 (14.38) 16.61 (15.56) 16.70 (13.94)

Time-dependent variables (voting, unemployment, population, and drought index) are
measured in the year of mine closure.
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Figure 1: Local Environmental Preferences (US House Green Voting) & Operating Mines (by commodity)

(a) 92nd Congress (1971-1973) (b) 99th Congress (1985-1987)

(c) 106th Congress (1999-2001) (d) 112th and 113th Congresses (2011-2015)

Source: Author’s representation using data from the US Mine Safety and Health Administration, the League of Conservation
Voters and congressional district shapefiles from Lewis et al. (2013). Areas with missing vote data are shown in white.
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While partisanship in environmental voting has increased notably over the study period

for both chambers of the US Congress, party affiliation alone is not completely predictive of

environmental voting behavior.7 This trend is highlighted in Figure 2. Figure 2 also shows

a close, but imperfect, relationship between US House and US Senate voting behavior.

Figure 2: Annual Legislator Green Voting Scores, by Chamber and Party, 1971 - 2014

Source: Author’s representation using data from the League of Conservation Voters. Solid
and dashed lines are smoothed values for the US House and US Senate, respectively, and
are estimated using a generalized additive model. Grey bands indicate 95% confidence
intervals.

3 Results

This section presents estimates on the effect of inferred environmental preferences on mine

closure rates and presents evidence of the importance of state policy in channeling environ-

mental preferences into outcomes for the mine.

7The relationship between party affiliation and environmental voting exhibits an R2 value of approxi-
mately 0.2. Even when interacted with a time trend to account for increasing partisanship, the R2 only
improves to 0.3.
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Table 3 presents the regression results for 2SRI Cox PH model across five model spec-

ifications. Results are shown as exponentiated Cox PH coefficients, interpreted as hazard

ratios, the ratio of closure rates of two mines that differ by one unit of the independent

variable. Coefficients greater than 1 indicate mines close at a faster rate, while coefficients

less than 1 indicate minces close at a slower rate given a one unit increase in the right-hand

side variable.

The expected result for both state and local preferences is an effect greater than 1. Across

the seven model specifications in Table 3 the statewide effect varies between 1.002 to 1.016

and is significantly greater than 1. Conversely, the coefficient on the local preference effect

is inconsistent in significance and magnitude (in difference from unity) across specifications.

As the model is extended in Section 3.1, the result for the local preference effect is more

consistent with expectations.

Standard errors are bootstrapped using 1,000 replications. To account for spatial error

clustering, three stratas were tested at progressively higher levels of aggregation: county,

congressional district, and state. The state clustering produced the largest standard errors,

so this stratification was chosen.

Results for the naive model with no first stage residuals are shown in specification (1)

in Table 3, and the simplest model with residuals added is shown in specification (2). The

difference in these results shows a divergent bias between the local and state preferences

effects, where local effects are biased upward and statewide effects are biased downward.

Specification (3) adds a state dummy variable, a variable that is co-linear with the cross-

sectional component of statewide preferences. Including the state dummy increases the local

and statewide effect, making the local effect not different from unity. Specifications (4) and

(5) add a time of open year fixed effect or time of closure year fixed effect, respectively. 8

Including the closure year effect has a much larger (attenuating) impact on the estimates

than opening year effect, and causes the coefficient for commodity price to take a counter-

8 I omit a specification that includes opening and closure time fixed effects. The optimization does not
converge when both effects are included in the same model as they jointly define the baseline hazard function.
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intuitive >1 effect, indicating that increasing prices leads to faster mine closure (which

would be consistent with a model of mine production with no output capacity constraint).

The attenuation from including closure year effects is intuitive as the voting effect is also

measured in the year of mine closure. Finally, the addition of mine, county, and regional

control variables in specifications (6) and (7) has little impact on the estimated green voting

effect.

The extended time scope of the analysis introduces the possibility of changing policy

and macroeconomic conditions confounding the results. While the open and closure time

fixed effects should mitigate these effects to some degree, as an additional check, I also es-

timate the model for time-subsets of the data, dropping mines that open in earlier years

decade-wise. These results are presented in Table 4. To simplify presentation, mine and

county controls are omitted from these tables (and following tables). The decade-wise sub-

sets show mines becoming more responsive to the statewide vote effect as they open more

recently, while again the response to local preferences is not robust to these subsets. I also

estimate models for state by open-year and state by closure-year time trends in order to

account for broader movements in state attitudes and policy over time. These results are

presented in Table 5, and are generally consistent with the previous results discussed, with

statewide preferences being positive and significantly related to closures, but local effects

being (counter-intuitively) negative and significantly related to closures. In both trend spec-

ifications, the state preference effect is approximately double the magnitude of the local

prefrence effect.

Another concern for the analysis are the threats to identification noted in Section 2.3,

particularly the concern of spillovers from an office visit from a constituent. An alternative set

of first stage instruments was tested to address these issues. The alternative instrument set

does not involve a spurious regression, instead using Washington DC weather (precipitation,

average daily temperature, and high-low temperature spread) on the day of the vote (data

from NOAA’s National Centers for Environmental Information), the margin of the vote
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Table 3: Regression Results for Cox Proportional Hazard Model of Mine Closure Response
to Environmental Preferences

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Hazard Rate

Local (US House) Green Vote 1.001∗∗∗ 0.984∗∗∗ 0.999 0.997∗ 1.001 0.995∗∗∗ 1.001
(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.002)

Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.002∗∗∗ 1.006∗∗∗ 1.013∗∗∗ 1.016∗∗∗ 1.003∗∗ 1.011∗∗∗ 1.003∗∗

(0.000) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
ln Commodity Price Ratio 0.867∗∗∗ 0.862∗∗∗ 1.237∗∗∗ 0.858∗∗∗ 1.215∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.009) (0.024) (0.010) (0.023)
Commodity: Coal 1 1

(0.000) (0.000)
Commodity: Non-Coal 0.717∗∗∗ 1.657∗∗∗

(0.027) (0.061)
Type: Facility 1 1

(0.000) (0.000)
Type: Surface 1.230∗∗∗ 1.218∗∗∗

(0.039) (0.034)
Type: Underground 1.124∗∗∗ 0.990

(0.036) (0.028)
lnDistance to Water (m) 0.977∗∗∗ 1.004

(0.006) (0.006)
Palmer Drought Index 1.040 0.994

(0.029) (0.028)
lnDistance to Water x Palmer Drought 1.000 1.001

(0.003) (0.003)
Unemployment Rate (%) 1.062∗∗∗ 1.000

(0.002) (0.002)
lnPopulation 1.155 1.081

(0.099) (0.084)
(lnPopulation)2 0.993 0.996

(0.004) (0.003)
Land: Federal Land 1 1

(0.000) (0.000)
Land: Joint Ownership 0.229 1.010

(2.517) (10.854)
Land: Local Land 0.811 0.959

(0.192) (0.211)
Land: Native American Land 0.645∗∗∗ 0.843

(0.082) (0.127)
Land: Private Conservation Land 0.848 0.897

(0.373) (0.239)
Land: Private Land 0.808∗∗∗ 0.954

(0.041) (0.043)
Land: State Land 0.841∗ 1.034

(0.061) (0.069)

State Effects No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Closing Time Fixed Effects No No No Open Yr Close Yr Open Yr Close Yr
First Stage Residuals No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 18650 18650 18629 18629 18629 18222 18222
First Stage IV F-stat 15659 15659 15659 386 15659 386

Exponentiated coefficients; Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (State level stratification)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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Table 4: Regression Results for Cox Proportional Hazard Model of Mine Closure Response
to Environmental Preferences, decade-wise subset

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Open Year ≥ 1970 ≥ 1980 ≥ 1990 ≥ 2000

Hazard Rate

Local (US House) Green Vote 0.996∗∗ 0.999 0.989∗∗∗ 0.995
(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.003)

Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.009∗∗∗ 1.012∗∗∗ 1.021∗∗∗ 1.030∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002)
ln Commodity Price Ratio 0.861∗∗∗ 0.850∗∗∗ 0.850∗∗∗ 0.822∗∗∗

(0.009) (0.011) (0.014) (0.016)

State Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Mine & County Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
First Stage Residuals Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 18220 13323 6429 3447
First Stage IV F-stat 433 399 419 350

Exponentiated coefficients

Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (State level stratification)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 5: Regression Results for Cox Proportional Hazard Model of Mine Closure Response
to Environmental Preferences, State-time Trends

(1) (2)
Hazard Rate

Local (US House) Green Vote 0.994∗∗∗ 0.996∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.012∗∗∗ 1.009∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001)
ln Commodity Price Ratio 0.843∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.007)

State Effects Yes Yes
Time Trend Open Yr Close Yr
State-Time Trend Open Yr Close Yr
Mine & County Controls Yes Yes
First Stage Residuals Yes Yes

N 18222 18222
First Stage IV F-stat 15659 15659

Exponentiated coefficients; Standard errors in parentheses
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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(from GovTrack),9 an office-floor fixed effect, and office wing fixed effect.10 The intuition

behind using weather as an instrument is similar to the motivation of studies on weather

and stock market behavior, as in (Saunders, 1993). Weather influences mood and optimism

which in turn informs expectations about the future. These instruments were not used in the

preferred model specification because, while they are not technically weak by conventional

standards, the leave-out mean instrument is much stronger.

Table 6 presents the results of the alternative IVs strategy across four specifications of

time effects. In this alternative specification, the local green voting effect becomes positive,

but only significant in specification (2) with state-by-year of closure time trends. Both the

local and statewide effect becomes insignificant in this alternative IV specification when

closure year fixed effects are included.

Across all of the estimated models, the statewide preference hazard ratios are found to

have the expected >1 effect, while the local effect hazard ratios do not. The magnitude

(difference from 1) of the statewide hazard ratio is generally found to be larger than the

magnitude of the local effect, implying mines are more responsive to state preferences. How-

ever, both the state and local hazard ratios are small relative to the impact of commodity

prices. Looking at the hazard ratio alone under-represents the importance of inferred envi-

ronmental preferences, as the variance in preferences is large. Another measure of the effect

is to look at mine response to a standard deviation change in voting behavior around the

mean. As shown in Table 1, statewide green voting and local green voting both have large

standard deviations, 28.67 and 29.57, respectively. A standard deviation increase around the

mean for statewide preferences is a change from voting green on 21% of roll-calls to 51% of

roll-calls, and 25% to 54% for local preferences. Table 7 presents the relative marginal effects

for three specifications of time effects. The interpretation of these values is that for a one

standard deviation increase about the mean, mines close X-times faster. So, for specification

9Vote margin is distinct from the peer effect because it measures the yes-no percent spread of the measure,
regardless of whether the yes position is also the pro-environmental position or not.

10An office wing is defined as the cardinal direction side of the building the office is located on. For the
H-shaped Rayburn building, intercardnal directions are used.
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Table 6: Regression Results for Cox Proportional Hazard Model of Mine Closure Response
to Environmental Preferences, Alternative IVs

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Hazard Rate

Local (US House) Green Vote 1.001 1.004∗∗∗ 1.000 1.001
(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)

Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.009∗∗∗ 1.004∗∗∗ 1.000 1.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
ln Commodity Price Ratio 0.841∗∗∗ 0.915∗∗∗ 1.207∗∗∗ 0.856∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.008) (0.023) (0.010)

Mine & County Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes
State Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes
Opening Time Trend Yes No No No
Closure Time Trend No Yes No No
State Effects by Time Trend Open Yr Close Yr No No
Time Fixed Effects No No Close Open
First Stage Residuals (No Leave-Out-Mean IV) Yes Yes Yes Yes

N 18007 18007 18007 18007
First Stage IV F-stat 109 109 109 109

Exponentiated coefficients

Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (State level stratification)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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(3), with closure time fixed effects, a mine in a state with a green voting score of 51% will

close 1.1 times faster than a mine in a state with a green voting score of 25%.

Table 7: Relative Mine Closure Rates for a Standard Deviation Increase Around the Mean
of Green Voting

(1) (2) (3)
Time Fixed Effects No Open Close

Local (US House) Green Vote 0.84 1.24 1.02
Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.27 1.34 1.1

Mine & County Controls Yes Yes Yes
State Effects Yes Yes Yes
Time Fixed Effects No Open Close
First Stage Residuals Yes Yes Yes

Because the SLO literature tends to focus on more local impacts and attitudes, these

differentiated state and local effects are important for placing this paper into the context of

the broader literature. Section 3.1 tests mines’ response to both state and federal policy as

a potential channel for state and local preferences.

3.1 Testing Federal & State Policy Mechanisms

While the general mean effects help to tell some of the story of mine response to community

environmental preferences, uncovering the mechanisms through which firms are responding

will add to a greater understanding of the SLO effect. In this section, I test the hypotheses

that mines are responding to environmental preferences that are written into federal or state

policy.

First, I test the for the possibility that mines are responding to federal policy created

when their legislators vote on green or brown on environmental issues. Mines likely need

a national SLO, and federal policy is one way citizens modify their requirements for that

license. However, past work on the the nature of a social license tends to describes SLO

as manifesting in more informal ways. Regardless of this distinction, it is informative to

determine if mines respond to preferences enacted in policy or by some other means. To this
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end, I conduct two falsification tests by modifying the first-stage voting sample. In the first

test, federal votes which do not directly target mining are removed. Votes are considered

“mining votes” and removed if the shorthand name used by the League of Conservation Vot-

ers to describe the vote includes “mine”, or “mining”. These names include “strip mining,”

“mine safety,” “mining give-away,” or “hardrock mining,” to name a few. The second test

removes those federal roll-calls from the first stage which did not achieve the necessary votes

to pass the particular motion. The pass/failed threshold varies by the congressional chamber

and the nature of the roll-call, but takes values of either 1/2, 2/3, or 3/5. Threshold data

come from the website GovTrack.us. Where the required threshold data are unavailable,

1/2 is assumed for the US House. In the US Senate, higher thresholds are more common

(2/3 or 3/5), and the midpoint threshold value of 55/100 is assumed where GovTrack data

unavailable.

The results for the federal policy tests, with mining votes or passed votes removed, are

presented in Table 8 and Table 9, respectively. These tables include reference specifications

(Ref) with all first stage votes included for comparison. Significantly attenuated (toward one)

results when the mining votes are dropped or when passed votes are dropped indicates that

mines are responding primary to federal policy. The results in Table 8 show no statistically

significant difference between any one of the pairs of time specifications when mining votes

are dropped from the sample. However mines may respond to other, more general, federal

environmental policy, and so any motions (votes) that passed are dropped from the first

stage sample to test for this more general response. For the results in Table 9, attenuation

is present in only one test pair, the statewide green vote coefficient when closing year fixed

effects are included in the model in specifications (5) and (6). In (6) the statewide effect

becomes small and statistically not different from zero at the 95% level (but is significantly

different at the 90% level).

Taken as a whole, the results in Table 8 and Table 9 provide evidence that mines are

not responding only to federal environmental policy when closing. This leaves open the
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Table 8: Test for Federal Policy Effect, No Mining Votes in First Stage

Time Effects Open Trend Close Trend Close Fixed Open Fixed
Ref No Mine Ref No Mine Ref No Mine Ref No Mine
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Local (US House) Green Vote 0.994∗∗∗ 0.995∗∗∗ 0.996∗∗ 0.996∗∗ 1.001 1.001 0.995∗∗∗ 0.995∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.012∗∗∗ 1.012∗∗∗ 1.009∗∗∗ 1.009∗∗∗ 1.003∗∗ 1.003∗∗ 1.011∗∗∗ 1.011∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
ln Commodity Price Ratio 0.843∗∗∗ 0.843∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗ 1.215∗∗∗ 1.215∗∗∗ 0.858∗∗∗ 0.858∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.007) (0.008) (0.023) (0.023) (0.010) (0.010)

Mine & County Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time Trend Open Yr Open Yr Close Yr Close Yr No No No No
State Effects by Time Trend Open Yr Open Yr Close Yr Close Yr No No No No
Time Fixed Effects No No No No Close Yr Close Yr Open Yr Open Yr
First Stage Mine Votes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

N 18222 18222 18222 18222 18222 18222 18222 18222

Exponentiated coefficients

Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (State level stratification)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001

Table 9: Test for Federal Policy Effect, Only Failed Votes in First Stage

Time Effects Open Trend Close Trend Close Fixed Open Fixed
Ref Fail Ref Fail Ref Fail Ref Fail
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)

Local (US House) Green Vote 0.994∗∗∗ 0.974∗∗∗ 0.996∗∗ 0.990∗∗∗ 1.001 1.001 0.995∗∗∗ 0.974∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.002) (0.002) (0.001) (0.001)
Statewide (US Senate) Green Vote 1.012∗∗∗ 1.016∗∗∗ 1.009∗∗∗ 1.006∗∗∗ 1.003∗∗ 1.002 1.011∗∗∗ 1.014∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001) (0.001)
ln Commodity Price Ratio 0.843∗∗∗ 0.843∗∗∗ 0.921∗∗∗ 0.920∗∗∗ 1.215∗∗∗ 1.215∗∗∗ 0.858∗∗∗ 0.858∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.011) (0.007) (0.007) (0.023) (0.023) (0.010) (0.010)

Mine & County Controls Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
State Effects Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
Time Trend Open Yr Open Yr Close Yr Close Yr No No No No
State Effects by Time Trend Open Yr Open Yr Close Yr Close Yr No No No No
Time Fixed Effects No No No No Close Yr Close Yr Open Yr Open Yr
First Stage Incl. Passed Votes Yes No Yes No Yes No Yes No

N 18222 18221 18222 18221 18222 18221 18222 18221

Exponentiated coefficients

Bootstrapped standard errors in parentheses (State level stratification)
∗ p < 0.05, ∗∗ p < 0.01, ∗∗∗ p < 0.001
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possibility that mines respond to local and state environmental preferences enacted through

state policy, or that mines are responding to more conventional and direct SLO protests.

In the United States, states play an important role in permitting and regulating resource

extraction. Mines may use federal voting behavior to make inference about how their com-

munities may advocate for changes in state policy. This type of inference is likely to change

based on the political composition of a mine’s state legislature. Mines in communities with

a Democratic state legislature may interpret green voting behavior on the part of federal

legislators differently that those in states controlled by Republicans. I will exploit a particu-

lar situation where Republicans control one chamber in the state legislature and Democrats

control the other to test for mine responsiveness to a state policy mechanism for environmen-

tal preferences. Specifically, I test the hypothesis that in states with split legislative control,

mines will not be responsive to environmental preferences. If the legislature is split and

policy making is more difficult, mines may infer a low chance of state policy being passed.

The split legislature has the effect of blocking the state policy channel for environmental

preferences to be expressed. This hypothesis follows from a strain of political science liter-

ature which argues that the policy making process is less effective in legislatures with split

party control. For empirical studies of this effect, see Bowling and Ferguson (2001) for the

case of divided state legislatures, and Howell et al. (2000) for the federal Congress.11

The test specification for state policy mechanism is shown in Equation 12.

hi(t,X) = h0(t)exp(a+ β9Xi + β10ε̂
Local
i + β11ε̂

State
i )

a =β1P̃ ref
Local

i + β2P̃ ref
State

i + StateCont(β3 + β4P̃ ref
Local

i + β5P̃ ref
State

i + β7ε̂
Local
i + β8ε̂

State
i )

(12)

11 Bowling and Ferguson (2001) expect, but do not find a significant impact of divided legislature on
environmental legislation in US state houses. Bowling and Ferguson (2001) do find the split control effect
significantly decreases legislative productivity for most other types of conflict-prone policy. Howell et al.
(2000) find the largest effect in the case of “landmark” (important or controversial) legislation. From these
papers, the empirical evidence on the effect is mixed. However, the results I present are consistent with their
hypotheses and theoretic arguments, if not their (statistically insignificant) findings.
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where StateCont is a dummy variable indicating if a state legislature is united under

Democratic control, Republican control, or if control is divided, and Xi is a vector of mine

and county level controls, and a state fixed effect. Data for StateCont come from the Na-

tional Conference of State Legislatures (Warnock, 2016). The hypothesis described implies

that β1 + β3(StateCont = Split) + β4(StateCont = Split) ≈ 0 for local preferences and

β2 + β3(StateCont = Split) + β5(StateCont = Split) ≈ 0 for state preferences. The results

of these regression models are most easily conveyed with a margins plot. Figure 3 presents

the results for the statewide prefrence effect in states under a united Democratic legislature,

united Republican legislature, or legislature under split control. While the results are some-

what under-powered, they suggest that the in states with Republican controlled legislatures

with green voting US Senators, mines close at a much faster rate than in Republican con-

trolled states with brown voting US Senators. However, in states united under a Democratic

legislature, mines are not necessarily responsive to green voting behavior on the part of their

state’s US Senators. Most importantly, and in confirmation of the tested hypothesis, mines

do not appear responsive to statewide preferences in states with a split controlled legislature.

To highlight which states have Republican controlled legislatures but have US Senators

that vote green, and which states have Democratic controlled legislatures and US Senators

that vote brown, Figure 5 presents the average statewide environmental preference effect by

state and under the three control regimes. The average green vote when mines close for

split controlled legislatures, shown in Figure 5 panel (c), varies from very green for states

like Oregon, Vermont, New Jersey, and Iowa to very brown for states like Texas, Georgia,

and Kentucky. States legislatures united under Republican control, presented in Figure 5

panel (b), vary from the very green states of Minnesota, New Jersey, and Oregon to brown

states such as Illinois, Georgia, Idaho, Alaska, Texas, and Oklahoma. Figure 5 panel (a) -

Democratic legislative control - is suggestive of why mines might be less responsive in these

state. Across Democratic states, green voting is more homogeneous than in the Republican

states shown in panel (b).
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Figure 3: Impact of Statewide Environmental Preferences on Mine Closures, by State Leg-
islative Control

With respect to the local prefrence effect, Figure 4 presents the margins plot for the three

legislature control statuses. The results show an interesting reversal in the expect effect. In

states with split control, mines are comparatively much more responsive to the local pref-

erences of the community than in states where the legislature is under unified control. In

this case, where policy is slower to be enacted, communities may “take matters into their

own hands.” This result is more consistent with the standard picture that is painted of social

license to operate, with pickets and protesters, than of politicians crafting legislation. Figure

6, panel (c) shows the average (when mines close) of the local prefrence effect in states with

split legislative control. This result adds a new layer to the literature on SLO. In states

where policy is slow to respond, it appears that the importance of other mechanisms, per-

haps those more conventionally associated with SLO, increases. This result can illuminate

an interesting development in the discussion taking place in another extractive industry, oil

and gas, and the current debate over hydraulic fracturing. In the “fracking” debate, federal

regulation of the process has little chance of enactment given the currently split federal gov-
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ernment. Therefore, states with strong environmental preferences and a united Democratic

legislature may ban the process outright, as Vermont did in 2012 (Etnier, 2012), while states

such as Oklahoma (a major oil/gas producer) or Virginia (a minor producer), may choose

comparatively weaker restrictions (Richardson et al., 2013) based on their preferences and

legislature control. In Colorado, where control of the state legislature has been split in three

of the last five legislative sessions (Warnock, 2016), the debate around fracking has centered

on city and county regulation (Bunch, 2016). While state regulation in Colorado is moder-

ately stringent (Richardson et al., 2013), there is little chance of an outright ban. As shown

in 1 panel (d), the state contains large areas represented by both very green and very brown

US House members. The stark difference suggests why local bans may be desired in some

parts of the state, but why a consensus at the state level is likely to be difficult.

Figure 4: Impact of Local Environmental Preferences on Mine Closures, by State Legislative
Control
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Figure 5: Average Statewide Environmental Preferences (US Senate Green Voting) Under Varying State Legislative Control At
Time of Mine Closure

(a) When State Legislature United Under Democrats (b) When State Legislature United Under Republicans

(c) When State Legislature is Split
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Figure 6: Average Local Environmental Preferences (US House Green Voting) Under Varying State Legislative Control At Time
of Mine Closure

(a) When State Legislature United Under Democrats (b) When State Legislature United Under Republicans

(a) When State Legislature is Split
Source: Author’s representation using data from the US Mine Safety and Health Administration and the League of

Conservation Voters. States that do not have mine closure observations under particular legislative control are shown in gray.
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4 Implications for Welfare

While a definitive estimate of welfare effects from the social licensing process would be useful

for policy makers, mine developers and other stakeholders, a properly constructed estimate

is outside the scope of this study. Further, providing a back-of-the-envelope calculation

would be misleading given the available data. However, drawing from past work on SLO

and NIMBY, and the econometric estimates of this paper, it appears that the total effect of

SLO on welfare is ambiguous. From the results in this paper, SLO provides a mechanism to

spatially distribute resource extraction according to environmental preferences. Communities

with strong green environmental preferences see mines close faster, while those with weaker

preferences have longer lived mines. This distribution should, in theory, be welfare improving.

However, welfare decreases may result if the fixed costs of mining (both internal and external)

are large and persistent relative to the variable costs.

Social licensing could be welfare improving by providing (as shown in this paper) an

effective mechanism for communities to make their preferences known. Even when these

preferences are otherwise difficult for firms to directly observe, mines may infer them through

the voting behavior of elected community representatives. Provided that environmental

damages are confined to a given community (i.e., there is no leakage), SLO may provide

for efficient spatial allocation of mining. Mines will close in communities with very green

preferences, replaced by mines in communities with brown preferences. However, leakage

across community boundaries is possible. The 2015 waste water spill from the abandoned

Gold King mine in Silverton, Colorado is a potent illustration of multi-jurisdiction damage.

Inspectors accidentally destroyed the mine’s containment plug, allowing three million gallons

of mine tailings to spill into the Animas River. Contamination impacted not only water in

Southwestern Colorado, but also New Mexico, and Utah. Clearly, mine waste can not always

be confined to a single community jurisdiction. When leakage of environmental damage is

possible, SLO may be an insufficient mechanism on its own for efficient spatial distribution

of mining activity. Regional or national regulation of mining may be required.
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Social licensing may also have welfare reducing effects. A motivation for some literature

on the NIMBY issue is that for high fixed cost projects, concentrating production to a

single large facility will allow for fixed costs to be spread over a large volume of production.

However, NIMBY push-back tends to be particularly prominent as the scale of the project

increases. This pressure may lead to more decentralization in capital and production than

is optimal. Additionally, the environmental cost of mining has a variable and a fixed cost

component. The externalities of noise and dust are variable costs and depend on the mine

currently operating. Once it closes, these costs fade, but mining also leaves fixed “legacy”

environmental costs which remain after a mine has closed. This is the type of damage

illustrated in the example of the Gold King Mine spill, but also with other aesthetic losses

that may be irreversible in the short and long term. When these fixed environmental costs

are large relative to the variable damages, there is little benefit from a social perspective of

closing an already open mine sooner or later. In fact, if these fixed costs are large, it is likely

to be more efficient to keep a mine open longer than to replace its production with a new

mine that must incur these large fixed environmental costs again.

The ambiguity of welfare impacts certainty calls for further investigation. Past work

on valuing the non-market impacts of mining has tended to have specific contextual scope,

making benefit transfer to broader contexts (such as this national level study with many

commodity and mine types), virtually impossible. In addition to a broader valuation study,

another important contribution would be to differentiate the value of the variable and fixed

environmental costs of mining. Particularly, what is the willingness to pay to avoid mining

of any scale (the fixed cost of mining)? What is the willingness to pay to avoid a one unit

increase in mined material? How do the non-market impacts of mining change before, during

and after the mine is open? Answering these questions would have important implications

for whether policy should intervene in SLO-type protest or free-ride on it. It would have

implications for government land leasing activities. Namely, should government lease un-

exploited federal lands to new mining development, or should it instead try to encourage
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existing operations to remain open longer?

5 Conclusion

Over the last three decades, the way communities interact with local mining has become

a growing topic of investigation. Today, concerns over the ability to secure and maintain

a social license to operate are often cited as a primary reason a resource developer may

choose to abandon a project. Social licensing may lead to efficient distribution of mining, or

may cause perverse impacts if there is significant leakage of environmental damages between

communities, if capital is miss-allocated, or if the fixed costs of mining (both private and

social) are large and lasting.

The results of this paper provide new insights into the nature of the social license to

operate in mining. While the importance of SLO has been studied using more focused case

studies in the past, the estimates this paper provide the first identified attempt to measure

the impact of social licensing across a large and diverse sample of mines and community

contexts. This paper has shown how stronger local and state environmental preferences can

speed mine closures by as much as one third. These preferences impact mining primarily

through state policy, in addition to local action.

Determining the channels mines are most responsive to provides insight into how mining

firms may choose to direct their social licensing efforts. The insight is furthered by under-

standing how policy channels might close when federal and state governments come under

divided political control. The oil and gas industry provides a recent example in the debate

over which level of government should have the authority to regulate or ban fracking activ-

ity. The results of this paper highlight the important role state legislative unity can play in

determining which political jurisdiction has the authority to issue a social license to operate.

Future mineral demand is likely to continue growing as developing countries industrialize.

To meet demand, the extractive industry will need to replace currently exploited resources
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with new mines, which if current trends persist, may be met with violent and costly conflict

over the distribution of mining’s costs and benefits. As this paper has shown, when a

community’s environmental preferences are strong, costs associated with SLO have a tangible

effect on firm behavior. Despite SLO becoming increasingly recognized as a key piece to any

resource development project, many projects still fail to secure or maintain their SLOs. The

results of a failed SLO do not just have costs to the firms in terms of productivity and

property. Conflict over resource development has resulted in serious injury and death as

stakeholders clash with law enforcement and mine employees.
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Table 10: MSHA Commodities and Corresponding USGS Prices

MSHA Commodity Name USGS Price Name MSHA Commodity Name USGS Price Name

Agate Gemstones Gypsum Gypsum
Alumina Alumina Industrial Inorg. Chemicals All
Aluminum Ore-Bauxite Bauxite Iron Ore Iron Ore
Amethyst Gemstones Kaolin and Ball Clay Kaolin
Antimony Ore Antimony Kyanite Kyanite And Related Materials
Aplite Gemstones Lead-Zinc Ore Lead
Asbestos Asbestos Leonardite All
Barite Barium Ore Barite Lime Lime
Bentonite Bentonite Clay Lithium Minerals Lithium
Beryl-Beryllium Ore Beryllium Magnesite Iron Ore
Boron Minerals Boron Magnetite Iron Ore
Brucite Magnesium Compounds Manganese Ore Manganese
Cement Cement Mercury Ore Mercury
Chem. and Fertil. Mnls. NEC All Mica Mica (Natural), Sheet
Chromite Chromium Ore Chromium Misc. Metal Ore NEC All
Clay, Ceramic, Refractory Mnls. Cadmium Misc. Nonmetallic Mnls. NEC All
Coal (Anthracite) Anthracite Molybdenum Ore Molybdenum
Coal (Bituminous) Bitumiouscoal Nickel Ore Nickel
Coal (Lignite) Lignite Oil Mining All
Cobalt Ore Cobalt Oil Sand All
Colloidal Phosphates All Oil Shale All
Columbium Tantalum Ore Niobium (Columbium) Olivine Magnesium Compounds
Common Clays NEC Miscellaneous Clays Perlite Perlite
Common Shale Stone ( Crushed) Phosphate Rock Phosphate Rock
Construction Sand and Gravel Sand And Gravel (Construction) Pigment Minerals Titanium Dioxide Pigment
Copper Ore NEC Copper Platinum Group Ore Platinum-Group Metals
Cristobalite, Ground Stone ( Crushed) Potash Potash
Crushed, Broken Basalt Stone ( Crushed) Potash, Soda, Borate Mnls. NEC Potash
Crushed, Broken Granite Stone ( Crushed) Potassium Compounds Potash
Crushed, Broken Limestone NEC Stone ( Crushed) Pumice Pumice And Pumicite
Crushed, Broken Marble Stone ( Crushed) Pyrites Gemstones
Crushed, Broken Mica Stone ( Crushed) Pyrophyllite Talc And Pyrophyllite
Crushed, Broken Quartzite Stone ( Crushed) Quartz, Crystal Quartz Crystal (Industrial)
Crushed, Broken Sandstone Stone ( Crushed) Quartz, Ground Quartz Crystal (Industrial)
Crushed, Broken Slate Stone ( Crushed) Rare Earths Ore Rare Earths
Crushed, Broken Stone NEC Stone ( Crushed) Salt Salt
Crushed, Broken Traprock Stone ( Crushed) Salt, Brine Evaporated Salt
Cryolite Bauxite Sand, Common Sand And Gravel (Construction)
Diatomaceous Earth (Diatomite) Diatomite Sand, Industrial NEC Sand And Gravel (Industrial)
Dimension Basalt Stone (Dimension) Sapphire Gemstones
Dimension Granite Stone (Dimension) Shell Gemstones
Dimension Limestone Stone (Dimension) Silver Ore Silver
Dimension Marble Stone (Dimension) Soapstone, Crushed Dimension Stone (Dimension)
Dimension Mica Stone (Dimension) Sodium Compounds Salt
Dimension Quartzite Stone (Dimension) Sulfur Sulfur
Dimension Sandstone Stone (Dimension) Talc Talc And Pyrophyllite
Dimension Slate Stone (Dimension) Tin Ore Tin
Dimension Stone NEC Stone (Dimension) Titanium Ore Ilmenite And Titanium Slag1
Dimension Traprock Stone (Dimension) Tripoli Stone ( Crushed)
Emerald Gemstones Trona Stone ( Crushed)
Feldspar Feldspar Tungsten Ore Tungsten
Fire Clay Fire Clay Turquoise Gemstones
Fluorspar Fluorspar Uranium Ore All
Fullers Earth Fuller’s Earth Uranium-Vanadium Ore Vanadium
Garnet Industrial Garnet Vanadium Ore Vanadium
Gemstones Gemstones Vermiculite Vermiculite
Gilsonite All Wollastonite Wollastonite
Gold Ore Gold Zeolites Gemstones
Graphite Natural Graphite Zinc Zinc
Ground Silica Sand And Gravel (Industrial) Zirconium Ore Zirconium Mineral Concentrates

UNKNOWN All
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